With Mieron VR, rehabilitation is more engaging, for improved mobility & quality of life, more immersive, more accessible, more motivating.
MIERON VR IS UTILIZED IN THE TREATMENT OF:

MIERON HELPS WITH THE TREATMENT OF:

- Spinal Cord Injury (SCI)
- Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)
  - Stroke
- Parkinson’s Disease
- Multiple Sclerosis
- Cerebral Palsy
- Musculoskeletal Disorders

MIERON PAIRS SEAMLESSLY WITH:

- Physical Therapy Practices
- Occupational Therapy Practices
  - Activity Based Training
- Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES)
- Gait Training Exercises
  - Pain Management
- & various training equipment used for rehab
THE SHARED ACCESSIBILITY OF MIERON EXTENDS BEYOND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS.
Magan's Holistic Approach to Rehabilitation: Neurologically, Physically, Mentally

Competitive Advantage

Effective library of Virtual Reality NeuroTherapy (VRNT) exercises.

Available for all levels of mobility. Built on a wireless platform.

Developed with leading Neurologists, NeuroRecovery doctors, PTs and OTs.

Proprietary library of original VRNT exercises. More than a distraction.

Mieron is helping patients Achieve More everyday.

The MieronVR library of VRNT exercises is built on the principles of physical rehabilitation, occupational therapy, neurological training, and activity based training for increased neuroplasticity. Mieron is an effective pain management tool and improves patient satisfaction and quality of life.
Musculoskeletal Disorders Include:
• Arthritis and other rheumatic conditions
• Disorders and conditions of the spine (e.g., low back/neck pain)
• Osteoporosis
• Cancers of the bone and connective tissue
• Musculoskeletal injuries
• Sport related injury

SNAPSHOT | POPULATIONS OF REHABILITATION CANDIDATES

*NUMBERS REPRESENT NUMBER OF NEWLY DIAGNOSED CONDITIONS ANNUALLY WITHIN THE USA.
Mieron fundamentally changes everyday life.

Physical and mental exercises for improved independence & quality of life.

- Mobility
- Independence
- Quality of life
- Neuroplasticity
- Pain management
- Mental wellness
Focused in Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Rehabilitation & Pain Management.

MIERON is a standalone product that can also be used with other equipment and/or practices. Built on a wireless system.

Practitioners are trained as a team in less than 1 hour. UX is easy to learn and use.

MIERON is adopted throughout in-patient & out-patient Rehab, Cancer Services, Palliative Care, Neurology Departments & more.

PT/OT/Rehab
Flexible Product
High Ease of Use
Hospital Integration
Mieron experiences can be used on their own or with other hospital equipment. Get creative by combining stimuli during VRNT sessions.

The MieronVR app is HIPPA Compliant - no patient data is stored nor shared! Hospital ready - and infection control compliant.

See how the user preformed! Session metrics are shared at the completion of each experience.

Mieron uses
For Pediatric & Adult Use

HIPPA Compliant
DATA

Hospital Integration

Allows Creativity
I found myself pushing my body farther than I thought I could because I wanted to participate in the VR experience.

Kevin, 21 Year Old SCI

I do not have great balance as a C6 quadriplegic SCI but I was not thinking about my balance issues when using Mieron - I was just accomplishing the given task.

Brent Poppen, Two Time Paralympic Medalist, C6 SCI

Mieron gives me more control and more motivation to take my rehab into my own hands and onto the next level. It's always a fun challenge!

Ronni, Encephalomyelitis Patient

When using Mieron I did things I didn't think were physically possible after my stroke. I have strength to drive longer distances because of my rehab with Mieron. It helps keep me independent.

Jill, Stroke Survivor
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